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Abstract
Hardware/software hybrid flow table is common in mod-

ern commodity network devices, such as NFV servers, smart
NICs and SDN/OVS switches. The overall forwarding perfor-
mance of the network device and the required CPU resources
are considerably affected by the method of how to split the
flow table between hardware and software. Previous works
usually leverage the traffic skewness for flow table splitting,
e.g. offloading top 10% largest flows to the hardware can save
up to ∼90% CPU resources. However, the widely-existing
bursty flows bring more challenges to flow table splitting. In
particular, we need to identify the proper flows and proper
timing to exchange the flows between hardware and software
by considering flow burstiness, so as to maximize the overall
performance with low overhead.

In this paper we present Elixir, a high-performance and
low-cost approach to managing hardware/software hybrid
flow tables on commodity devices. The core idea of Elixir
includes three parts, namely, combining sampling-based and
counter-based mechanisms for flow rate measurement, sep-
arating the replacement of large flows and bursty flows, as
well as decoupling the flow rate identification window and
the flow replacement window. We have implemented Elixir
prototypes on both Mellanox ConnectX-5 NIC and Barefoot
Wedge100BF-32X/65X P4 Switch, with a software library
on top of DPDK. Our experiments based on real-world data
traces demonstrate that, compared with the state-of-the-art so-
lutions, Elixir can save up to ∼50% software CPU resources
while keeping the tail forwarding latency ∼97.6% lower.

1 Introduction
With more and more packet header fields taken as the input
for forwarding rules, the size of flow table in modern network
devices grows rapidly [3, 4, 59, 64, 71]. Although hardware
has fast forwarding speed, the hardware on-chip memory
(typically containing <6M flows [13, 49, 50]) usually can-
not serve all the concurrent flows (typically with an order of
O(10M) [31]). On the contrary, the software has large memory

and limited forwarding capacity. As a result, many commod-
ity network devices, such as NFV servers, smart NICs and
SDN/OVS switches, take a hardware/software hybrid way to
manage the large flow table [4, 15, 16, 61]. By using this kind
of hybrid flow table, the typical packet forwarding process
is as follows. Upon receiving traffic, the hardware extracts
certain fields from the received packet’s header. If an entry
in the hardware flow table is hit, the action associated with
the entry is executed on the packet; otherwise, the packet is
forwarded to CPU to match the software flow table.

In this scenario, it is important to figure out how to split
the flow table between hardware and software. The split-
ting method not only affects the forwarding performance,
but also determines the CPU resources reserved for software
forwarding, which is of particular importance for cloud en-
vironment. Previous works usually leverage the traffic skew-
ness for flow splitting [5, 15, 18, 53, 55, 61, 73], e.g. offload-
ing top 10% largest flows to the hardware can save up to
∼90% CPU resources. However, the wide existence of bursty
flows [19, 25, 33, 48, 52] brings more challenges to be ad-
dressed to flow table splitting, for maximizing the overall
forwarding performance with low overhead.

First, how to accurately measure all the flow rates with low
overhead on commodity devices?

The dynamic flow replacement between hardware and soft-
ware requires a timely and accurate identification of all the
flow rates including bursty ones. As the hardware flows by-
pass the software, the measurement cannot be done solely
by software. Commodity hardware devices, such as Mel-
lanox NICs and P4 Switches, support both putting a hardware
counter to every flow and sampling the hardware traffic to
software. The cost of using hardware counters for flow rate
measurement is very high (more discussion in Section 2). If
sampling a portion of the hardware traffic to software for
measurement, a too large sampling rate wastes many CPU
resources while a too small sampling rate might miss bursty
flows, which can result in packet loss. Given a certain sam-
pling rate, we should also set a proper window size for accu-
rate flow rate identification. Therefore, we need a method to
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accurately measure all the flow rates with low overhead on
commodity devices, so as to identify the appropriate set of
flows for replacement.

Second, how to set the proper timing for flow replacement
between hardware and software?

Due to traffic dynamics, some flow table entries in hardware
and software should be exchanged over time. Conventional ap-
proaches make periodic replacement, i.e. if a software flow’s
rate becomes larger than a hardware flow’s rate within a time
window, the two flows are exchanged with each other. How-
ever, in practice we find it difficult to set the proper window
size for periodic replacement. In order to timely offload soft-
ware flows whose rates turn large, the window should be as
small as possible. However, the small window will lead to
frequent flow table replacement. In the high-speed packet
forwarding scenario, too frequent flow table replacement will
cause considerable performance degradation, in both hard-
ware and software. On the other side, if we set a large replace-
ment window to mitigate forwarding performance degrada-
tion, bursty flows with lower average rate than stable flows
might be kept in software. To prevent packet loss of these
bursty flows, we have to provision much more CPU resources
for the peak rate, which is usually several orders of magnitude
higher than the average rate. It is a considerable waste of CPU
resources. Therefore, we have to solve this dilemma of setting
the proper flow replacement window between hardware and
software.

In this paper, we propose Elixir, a high-performance and
low-cost approach to managing hardware/software hybrid
flow tables on commodity devices, by taking flow burstiness
into account. Elixir deals with the aforementioned challenges
as follows.

First, Elixir combines both sampling-based and counter-
based mechanisms for the rate measurement of large flows
and bursty flows, respectively. For large flows, packets are
sampled from hardware to software with a low sampling
rate, so as to reduce the processing overhead on CPU. For
bursty flows that are easy to be missed by low-rate sampling,
hardware counters are put to each flow, since the number
of concurrent bursty flows is not quite large (based on our
observation from real traces). By this method, Elixir leverages
the benefit of both hardware and software solutions to get the
balance between measurement accuracy and measurement
overhead.

Second, Elixir separates the replacement processes of large
flows and bursty flows. For large flows, due to their stable
rate changing pattern over time, Elixir periodically exchanges
large flows between hardware and software. A relatively large
replacement window is used to offload large flows with the
highest average rates during this window, so as to avoid the
throughput degradation caused by too frequent replacement.
Meanwhile, for bursty flows, as they appear in the system
at irregular basis, Elixir leverages an event-driven process
to offload them to hardware, i.e. bursty flows are offloaded

immediately when they are detected. By observing that the
size of software queue increases dramatically when a bursty
flow comes, Elixir uses it as a signal to trigger the bursty
flow offloading process. In this way, Elixir makes the tradeoff
between burst-aware offloading and forwarding performance
degradation caused by frequent replacement.

Third, Elixir decouples the flow rate identification window
and the flow replacement window. Previous works [6, 21, 66]
make no distinction between the two windows. In principle,
the flow rate identification window is determined by traf-
fic characteristics while the flow replacement window is de-
termined by hardware/software system limitations. Conse-
quently, using one size for the two windows may either sac-
rifice the flow rate identification accuracy, or lead to lagged
flow replacement. Elixir explicitly decouples the two and
independently decides the proper sizes for them. For large
flows, the flow replacement window is set to the minimum
replacement decision interval which brings affordable impact
on the forwarding performance; while the flow rate identi-
fication window is set to the minimum window which can
accurately identify flow rates, since the sampled traffic may
cause inaccurate rankings of large flow rates. For bursty flows,
the flow rate identification window is set to be small enough
to catch the flow burstiness and they are offloaded immedi-
ately once detected. By the decoupling, Elixir achieves the
tradeoff between timely flow replacement and accurate flow
identification.

We have implemented Elixir prototypes on both Mellanox
ConnectX-5 NIC and Barefoot Wedge100BF-32X/65X P4
Switch, with a software library on top of DPDK. We run ex-
periments based on the real-world traces from cloud gateways
of an Internet content provider. The results show that Elixir
can save up to ∼50% software CPU resources while keeping
the tail forwarding latency ∼97.63% lower compared with
TFO [61] and ∼97.61% lower compared with LFP [15].

2 Motivation and Challenges
In this section, we first describe the findings from traffic mea-
surement of typical cloud gateways, then we present the de-
sign challenges for a hardware/software hybrid flow table
management solution.

2.1 Traffic Measurement of Cloud Gateways
We examine three cloud gateways of an Internet content
provider. The gateways run on commodity servers using hard-
ware/software hybrid flow tables. We collect traffic traces
from all the three gateways. The data path of these gateways
manipulates packet headers and forwards them with tunnels,
e.g. GRE or VxLAN [17, 43]. For each gateway, we have col-
lected the real-time packet-level traces of a work day. In what
follows we describe our key findings from the traffic traces of
the three gateways. Due to page limits, we only present the
results for one gateway, since the traffic characteristics of the
other two are quite similar.
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Figure 1: Accumulated change rate of large flows against
different flow rate identification window sizes.

Large flows constantly change over time: The rates of
flows dynamically change over time. For the traces, we set
the flow rate identification window to different sizes, i.e. from
1 second to 300 seconds. For each window size, we measure
the top 10% flows with the largest flow rates in every time
window (referred to as large flows), and count the number of
changed large flows between neighboring windows within a
10-minute period. Then we divide this number by the total
number of the flows to calculate the accumulated change rates
of large flows. Fig. 1 shows the accumulated change rates of
large flows within the 10-minute period. We find that large
flows constantly change over time. It indicates that, in order
to efficiently manage the hardware/software hybrid flow table
and offload large flows to hardware, the flow table entries
in hardware and software need to be periodically exchanged.
Moreover, given a fixed time period, a smaller flow rate identi-
fication window leads to higher accumulated changes of large
flows between neighboring windows.

Bursty flows are common: Previous works on flow table
splitting primarily consider offloading large flows, with a
focus on the average flow rates during a time period. They pay
little attention to bursty flows, of which the flow rates surge
to a high value quickly and last for a short time period before
dropping to a low rate. Bursty flows are very common in
both backbone and datacenter networks [19,25,33,48,48,52],
which may come from bursty applications (such as video
application), TCP incast, or batching operation of network
stacks [48].

Conceptually, a bursty flow can be or not be a large flow;
besides, a large flow can be either a bursty large flow during
some periods while a stable large flow during other periods.
In order to study the impact of bursty flows, we measure the
rate changing pattern for each individual flow in the cloud
gateway trace.

The results show that bursty flows are also quite common
in the trace. We use the ratio of a flow’s peak rate (in a second)
over its average rate, named burst ratio, to describe the level of
flow burstiness. We depict the CDF of burst ratio in Fig. 2(a).
As shown in the figure, ∼80% of the flows have a >20 burst
ratio, with the maximum ratio as high as 80. By examining
the data, we find that the peak rate duration of most bursty
flows is very short, e.g. several seconds. Moreover, we make

(a) Distribution of the burst ratio
(peak/average rate).

(b) Distribution of the numbers
of concurrent bursty flows.

Figure 2: The characteristics of bursty flows in the cloud
gateway trace.

(a) Queue size and latency. (b) Packet loss rate against dif-
ferent software-forwarding CPU
cores.

Figure 3: The cost of forwarding the bursty flow and the stable
flow by software.
statistics about the distribution of the numbers of concurrent
bursty flows (using bursty flows with a >10 burst ratio in the
case), shown in Fig. 2(b). We find that, although bursty flows
are common, their bursty times are usually not overlapped. In
other words, the number of concurrent bursty flows is limited,
e.g. with the largest number as 36 in our trace.

Bursty flows require more software forwarding re-
sources: We further carry on experiments to quantitatively
compare the cost of forwarding bursty flows and stable flows
by software. We use three servers, one as the sender, one as
the receiver and the third as the software forwarder. We pur-
posely generate a stable flow and a bursty flow at the sender.
Notably, the average rate of the stable flow is 5 times higher
than that of the bursty flow. Each flow is only forwarded by
the software.

We first use one CPU core at the software forwarder. We
separately run the two flows, and record the end-to-end latency
as well as the queue size at the software forwarder. The results
are shown in Fig. 3(a). It indicates that, for the stable flow
and the stable periods of the bursty flow, the queue size is
small and the end-to-end latency is low; but at the peak rate
period of the bursty flow, the queue size and the end-to-end
latency sharply increase, by a maximum of ∼30 and ∼28
times respectively.

Then we use different numbers of CPU cores at the soft-
ware forwarder to forward the two flows and measure the
packet loss rates. As demonstrated by Fig. 3(b), although the
average rate of the bursty flow is only one fifth of the stable
flow, the software forwarding resources required by the bursty
flow are 4 times of the stable flow to avoid packet loss. Specif-
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ically, to prevent packet loss from occurrence, at least 4 CPU
cores are required at the software forwarder for the bursty
flow, while only 1 CPU core is needed for the stable flow. In
conclusion, since the CPU resources should be reserved for
the peak rate of a flow instead of the average rate to prevent
packet loss, in practice bursty flows occupy remarkably more
software forwarding resources than stable flows.

2.2 Design Challenges
Previous works [15, 55, 61, 73] on managing hardware/soft-
ware hybrid flow tables usually leverage the traffic skewness
for flow table splitting, i.e. offloading a small portion of the
largest flows to the hardware can save most of the CPU re-
sources. However, by considering flow burstiness, more chal-
lenges have to be addressed, so as to maximize the overall
performance with low overhead.

Challenge 1: how to accurately measure all the flow
rates with low overhead on commodity devices?

An accurate and low-cost approach to measuring all the
flow rates is critical in hybrid flow table management on
commodity devices. Note that hardware can see all the flows
but software can only see the software-forwarded flows, hence
the flow rate measurement cannot be done without the support
of hardware. Knowledgeable readers may consider building a
sketch data structure [12,23,39,41,68–70,72,74] in hardware
to measure all the flow rates. However, commodity hardware
does not support this kind of functionality yet. Besides, a
sketch for so many flows consumes too many resources in
hardware, which can be saved for storing more forwarding
rules.

Modern commodity hardware devices, such as Mellanox
NICs and P4 Switches, support both putting a hardware
counter to every flow and sampling the hardware traffic to
software (Mellanox plans to support the sampling function-
ality in the new release). Hence, one candidate solution is to
place a hardware counter for each flow and use the counters
to accurately measure each flow’s rate. However, there are
two problems for this method. First, setting a counter for each
flow occupies additional hardware resources. Based on our
measurement, hardware counters result in ∼ 20% less space
for hardware (NIC and switch) forwarding rules, which will
result in much more traffic forwarded to software and much
more CPU resources consumed consequently. Second, the
speed for software to read the counters from commodity hard-
ware devices is slow, e.g. the speed is about 20k rules per
second for Mellanox ConnectX-5 NIC. It means that several
seconds are required for the software to read all the hardware
counters, which is too slow for timely flow replacement.

The final optional solution is to sample a portion of hard-
ware traffic to software and use the software to measure all the
flow rates. However, as the peak rate duration of bursty flows
is quite short, a high sampling rate is required in order not
to miss them; otherwise, bursty flows might not be correctly
identified to offload from software to hardware, or might be

Figure 4: Miss probability of bursty flows against different
sampling rates.

(a) Identification probability of
bursty flows.

(b) Replacement frequency of
large flows.

Figure 5: Identification probability of bursty flows and re-
placement frequency of large flows against different time
window sizes.

replaced from hardware to software by mistake. As shown in
Fig. 4, in the cloud gateway trace, a 20% sampling rate will
lead to a probability of 76% to miss bursty flows. However, if
we set a high sampling rate, much more CPU resources will
be occupied. Hence, it is a dilemma how to set the proper
sampling rate if we use a sampling-based measurement ap-
proach.

As a result, we have to design an accurate and low-cost flow
measurement method, by overcoming the problems above.

Challenge 2: How to set the proper timing for flow re-
placement between hardware and software?

Conventional approaches make periodic flow replacement
between hardware and software, i.e. if a software flow’s rate
becomes larger than that of a hardware flow within a periodic
time window, the two flows are exchanged with each other.
Following this approach, as discussed above, if we set a large
time window to replace flows between hardware and software,
bursty flows might have lower average rate than stable flows
during this window and thus be kept in software. It will result
in more CPU resources reserved for software forwarding.
Based on the cloud gateway trace, we make further analysis
to measure the probability for bursty flows to rank higher than
stable flows, i.e. bursty flows being identified as large flows to
offload by previous solutions, against different identification
window sizes. As shown in Fig. 5(a), for bursty flows to
rank higher than stable flows with >60% probability, the
identification window should be as small as <2 seconds.

On the other side, if we set a small time window for flow
replacement, it usually means much more flows to exchange
between hardware and software during a fixed time period
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(a) Hardware throughput against
different replacement window
sizes and numbers of initialized
rules.

(b) Software throughput against
different replacement window
sizes.

Figure 6: Forwarding speed will be degraded by frequent flow
replacement between hardware and software.
(refer to Fig. 1). In other words, a small flow replacement
window results in high replacement frequency. It is validated
by Fig. 5(b), which shows the replacement frequency against
different replacement window sizes based on the cloud gate-
way trace, e.g. a 2-second replacement window results in a
replacement frequency of 3.25k/s.

Unfortunately, high replacement frequency causes forward-
ing speed degradation, in both hardware and software. For
hardware, it cannot keep forwarding traffic at a high rate
with too frequent rule replacement, due to the lock mech-
anism used. We measure the forwarding speed under differ-
ent replacement frequencies using a commodity Mellanox
ConnectX-5 NIC. As shown in Fig. 6(a), with 50k initial hard-
ware flows updated at a replacement frequency of 3.25k/s
(2-second time window), the NIC throughput drops by 50%.
For Barefoot P4 Switches, today the vendors limit the maxi-
mum replacement frequency to 2k/s, which can merely avoid
obvious performance degradation during replacement. For
software, frequent replacement leads to cache contention and
results in many cache misses, which can also degrade the
forwarding throughput. Specifically, in our trace, the soft-
ware throughput drops by 16% at a replacement frequency of
3.25k/s, as shown in Fig. 6(b).

Therefore, if a conventional periodic replacement method
is used, we have to resolve the dilemma of how to set the
proper size of the time window for high-performance hybrid
flow table management.

3 Design
In this section, we elaborate the design of Elixir. We first
describe the design overview, and then separately present
the design details of large flow replacement and bursty flow
replacement.

3.1 Design Overview
Elixir takes the following key ideas to address the challenges
discussed in Section 2.

First, Elixir uses different methods for measuring the rates
of bursty flows and large flows. As large flows usually com-
prise of many packets, a small portion of sampled traffic can
give relatively accurate information about flow characteristics.

Motivated by that, Elixir samples hardware traffic to software
with a low sampling rate, so as for large flow identification.
Observing that the number of concurrent bursty flows is small
(refer to Fig. 2(b)), Elixir associates each bursty flow with a
hardware counter and the software polls the counters for flow
rate measurement.

As different measurement techniques are used for large
flows and bursty flows, Elixir separates the hardware flow
table into two disjoint areas, i.e. a large flow area and a bursty
flow area. Large flows and bursty flows are inserted into cor-
responding areas accordingly. It is worth noting that, if a
flow is both a large flow and a bursty flow (as discussed in
Section 2), we insert the flow’s forwarding rule to the corre-
sponding hardware area where the replacement mechanism is
firstly triggered for the flow. In principle, no matter in which
hardware area is the forwarding rule stored, the flow will be
forwarded by hardware and will not cause packet loss in soft-
ware. Hence, when the flow turns from a bursty large flow to
a stable large flow or vice versa, it is unnecessary to move the
flow to other hardware area.

By this method, Elixir leverages the benefits of both hard-
ware and software solutions to get the balance between mea-
surement accuracy and measurement overhead.

Second, Elixir separates the replacement of large flows and
bursty flows, due to their distinct characteristics. As shown in
Fig. 1, large flows constantly change over time. If not adjusted
periodically, throughput of software traffic may gradually
increase, leading to higher CPU usage. It indicates that we
need a periodic process to exchange large flows between
hardware and software, and the replacement window can be
set relatively larger, so as to bring affordable impact on the
overall forwarding performance.

In contrast, bursty flows appear in the system at irregular
basis, and cause a sharp increase of the queue size and for-
warding latency. If not offloading software-forwarded bursty
flows quickly, it may result in severe packet loss. As a result,
we need to detect the existence of bursty flows quickly and
offload them as soon as possible, which is an event-driven
procedure.

Overall, Elixir handles large flows and bursty flows sep-
arately with distinct methods, i.e. large flows are offloaded
periodically while bursty flows are offloaded immediately
once detected. In this way, Elixir makes the tradeoff between
burst-aware offloading and forwarding performance degrada-
tion caused by frequent replacement.

Third, Elixir decouples the flow rate identification window
and the flow replacement window. Flow rate identification
window (referred to as identification window for short in the
rest of this paper) is the time window to measure the flow
throughput, i.e. flows that generate the most traffic within the
window are identified as the large flows. As a result, the size
of the identification window should be determined by traffic
pattern. Differently, flow replacement window (referred to
as replacement window for short in the rest of this paper) is
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Figure 7: Architecture overview of Elixir.

the time window between two adjacent hardware/software
flow replacement decisions, which has close relationship with
hardware/software system characteristics, i.e. too frequent
flow replacement causes the performance degradation of both
hardware and software. Consequently, using one size for the
two windows may either sacrifice the flow rate identification
accuracy or lead to lagged flow replacement.

Based on the observation, Elixir explicitly decouples the
identification window and the replacement window. Specif-
ically, for large flows, the replacement window is set to the
minimum replacement decision interval which brings afford-
able impact on the forwarding performance; while the iden-
tification window is set to the minimum window which can
accurately identify flow rates, since the sampled traffic may
cause inaccurate rankings of large flow rates. For bursty flows,
the identification window is set to be small enough to catch
the flow burstiness, and they are offloaded immediately once
detected.

By this decoupling, Elixir achieves the tradeoff between
timely flow replacement and accurate flow identification.

Based on the key ideas above, the architecture overview
of Elixir is shown in Figure 7. Two different policies are
separately run for large flows and bursty flows. For large flows,
periodic replacement policy is used, with sampling-based rate
identification and a relatively large replacement window; for
bursty flows, event-driven replacement policy is adopted, with
counter-based rate identification and the software queue size
as the replacement signal.

3.2 Periodic Large Flow Replacement
As aforementioned, Elixir leverages a periodic procedure to
exchange large flows between hardware and software, and the
rates of large flows are identified using sampled traffic.

Setting the sampling rate and the identification win-
dow size: When sampling the hardware traffic to software,
in order to reduce the computation and storage overhead in
software, a low sampling rate is required. To further reduce

Figure 8: Identification accuracy against different sampling
rates and identification window sizes.

Figure 9: Percentage of software traffic increase against dif-
ferent identification window sizes and replacement window
sizes.

the hardware/software communication cost, the payload of
every packet is cut and only the packet header is delivered
from hardware to software. Since we use a low sampling
rate, a flow’s ranking in the sampled traffic may be different
from its ranking in the actual traffic, which leads to inaccurate
selection of flows to replace. Generally, a higher sampling
rate or a larger identification window not only results in more
accurate flow rate rankings as it sees more packets, but also
means that more CPU and memory resources are required for
flow rate identification in software. In a practical system, the
sampling rate and the identification window size should be
set by taking multiple factors into account, including CPU
overhead, memory overhead and identification accuracy.

For the cloud gateway trace, Fig. 8 shows the rate identifica-
tion accuracy 1 against different sampling rates and identifica-
tion window sizes. Based on the results, we set the sampling
rate to 20% and the identification window size to 30 seconds,
which can achieve an identification accuracy of ∼90%.

Setting the replacement window size: As aforemen-
tioned, Elixir decouples the identification window and the
replacement window. When setting the replacement window
size for large flows, if using a large window, some software
flows which turn large cannot be timely offloaded, and the
software-forwarded traffic may increase during the window,
which causes more CPU resource consumption. If setting
a small window, as shown in Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b), the
high replacement frequency may cause considerable forward-
ing performance degradation in both hardware and software.

1The rate identification accuracy is defined as the ratio of the number of
top 10% largest flows that are correctly identified by our method over the
total number of top 10% largest flows.
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Figure 10: Data structures used in large flow identification
and replacement algorithm.
Therefore, when setting the replacement window size, there
should be a tradeoff between timely offloading and forward-
ing performance degradation caused by frequent replacement.

Ideally, if we can replace large flows as quickly as pos-
sible, i.e. immediately offloading a software flow when its
rate becomes larger than a hardware flow, we can get the
smallest software traffic. In practice, a large replacement win-
dow will cause lagged offloading and thus the actual software
traffic will be larger than the smallest one. We measure the
percentage of traffic increase in software against different
identification window sizes and replacement window sizes, as
shown in Fig. 9. It is worth noting that, under different iden-
tification window sizes, the same replacement window may
also lead to different software traffic. For the identification
window size of 30 seconds we choose for the cloud gateway
trace, the additional software traffic is negligible when the
replacement window is smaller than 10 seconds.

From Fig. 6, we find that when the replacement window is
smaller than 10 seconds, the hardware and software forward-
ing speeds will degrade significantly. To make the tradeoff
between the two factors, we can set the replacement window
size to 10 seconds for the cloud gateway trace.

Identification and replacement algorithm for large
flows: Based on the window setting rules discussed above, in a
practical system the replacement window can be either smaller
or larger than the identification window. In most cases when
the replacement window is smaller than the identification
window (e.g. for the cloud gateway trace), the identification
window is actually a sliding window with the replacement
window as the sliding step size. When the replacement win-
dow is larger than the identification window, which should
be rare cases, we increase the identification window to the
replacement window, since more information about the traffic
results in more accurate flow rate rankings.

As shown in Fig. 10, we employ sketch and min-heap data
structures to estimate the sizes of flows2 received in an iden-
tification window. Assuming L is the identification window
size and T is the replacement window size, there is N = d L

T e.
Elixir uses N two-dimensional arrays to record a flow’s re-

2The flow rate is obtained via dividing the flow size by the identification
window size.

ceived packets in N sub-windows respectively, with the sub-
window size set to the replacement window size T . Each
two-dimensional array consists of d groups of buckets. A
sampled packet is hashed into one of the buckets in differ-
ent groups of the same two-dimensional array in the sketch
structure, and each bucket contains a counter which will be
increased by one upon packet arrival. The flow size can be
calculated from the sums of all the corresponding counters in
each sub-window. The minimum value of the counter sums
associated with a flow is considered as the flow size. All the
flows are then fed into a min-heap data structure for sorting,
which yields the largest flows. Of course, if N = 1, which
means that the replacement window is larger than or equal
to the identification window, there is only one array in the
identification window.

Algorithm 1 The identification and replacement algorithm
for large flows.
Input: The identification window L, the replacement window T , the

flow f of the incoming packet, a set of hash functions h j( j =
1,2,3...d), an array A[.][.][.], the current replacement window t
initialized as 0, and a min-heap min_heap.

1: N ← d L
T e

2: for j=1 to d do
3: A[j][h j( f )][t]++
4: end for
5: flow_size← 0
6: for j=1 to d do
7: C = ∑t=1,2,...,N A[j][h j( f )][t]
8: if C < flow_size then
9: flow_size = C

10: end if
11: end for
12: if f ∈ min_heap then
13: min_heap[ f ]← flow_size
14: else if min_heap has empty buckets then
15: min_heap.insert( f , flow_size)
16: else if flow_size > min_heapmin then
17: min_heap.delete_root()
18: min_heap.insert( f , flow_size)
19: end if
20: if (time.now() − pre_time_r) ≥ T then
21: pre_time← time.now()
22: current_flows← min_heap.all_flows
23: replace_rules(previous_flows, current_flows)
24: previous_flows← current_flows
25: t← (t + 1) mod N
26: min_heap.reset()
27: A[.][.][t]← 0
28: end if

The flow replacement operation is enforced at every T time.
When flow replacement is finished, the identification window
moves over T time and forgets the counters for the oldest
replacement window (if the identification window is smaller
than or equal to the replacement window, all the counters
are reset). As there are several groups of counters, a naive
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design would require a touch at each counter in each group
when resetting the counters, which will heavily decrease the
processing performance. Instead, Elixir arranges the coun-
ters of the same replacement window into an array. Thus
each time the identification window moves, only the array
which records the oldest counters needs to be reset, which is a
piece of continuous memory and can be processed fast. When
the identification window updates, the heap which keeps the
rankings of the large flows is rebuilt using the latest packet
counters. We use a bloom filter [7] to record the offloaded
hardware flows, which are compared with identified large
software flows to determine which software flows to offload
to hardware as well as which hardware flows to upload to
software.

Algorithm 1 presents the pseudo code of the identification
and replacement algorithm for large flows. Lines 1 calculates
the number of the two-dimensional arrays, lines 2–4 describe
the update process of the sketch data structure, lines 5–19
show the update process of the min-heap data structure, lines
20–24 illustrate the flow replacement process, and lines 25–28
demonstrate the update process of the identification window.

3.3 Event-Driven Bursty Flow Replacement
Elixir leverages an event-driven process to detect and offload
bursty flows, i.e. when the software queue size exceeds a
pre-defined threshold (K), one or more bursty flows in the
software need to be offloaded to the hardware. It indicates that,
if there is a bursty flow in the software but the queue size is
smaller than the threshold, Elixir does not trigger event-driven
replacement (instead, only periodic large flow replacement is
carried on), so as to reduce the potential performance degra-
dation caused by the frequent replacement. It is also worth
noting that, Elixir can never promise there is no packet loss
in the software forwarding system; instead, Elixir can only
try its best to offload bursty flows that may cause packet loss.
For an extreme example, if all the flows are bursty at the same
time, it is impossible to offload all the flows immediately to
avoid packet loss.

When triggering the bursty flow offloading process, hard-
ware counters of the flows which are maintained in the hard-
ware bursty area are polled to software. By a small identifica-
tion window to compare the hardware and software flows, the
corresponding flows are determined for replacement.

Setting the threshold of software queue size: Many mod-
ern practical software forwarding systems use high perfor-
mance packet IO frameworks like DPDK [24] for packet pro-
cessing. In these frameworks, the hardware and software com-
municate via a ring buffer and the hardware directly places
packets into the ring buffer. When the software forwarding
speed cannot catch up with the traffic receiving rate during
the traffic burst period, packets will be lost at the NIC ring
buffer and the queue size will become large. Apparently, a
sudden increase of the ring buffer queue size is a clear signal
of the existence of bursty flows.

Algorithm 2 The identification and replacement algorithm
for bursty flows.
Input: The queue size threshold K.

1: if get_queue_size() ≥ K then
2: fbursty ← get_hardware_bursty_flows()
3: cbursty ← poll_flow_counters( fbursty)
4: freplaced ← get_the_smallest_flow( fbursty, cbursty)
5: fo f f loaded ← get_offloaded_flow()
6: if ( fo f f loaded .size > freplaced .size) then
7: replace_hardware_flow( freplaced , fo f f loaded)
8: end if
9: end if

One problem here is how to set the threshold K for trig-
gering bursty flow offloading. We borrow the idea used in
setting the headroom size in the PFC mechanism [1]. In PFC,
the headroom should be large enough to store the packets
received by a switch between the time when the PFC pause
message is sent and the time when the PFC pause message
takes effect. Similarly, when setting the threshold K in Elixir,
a headroom should be reserved to store the packets received
by the NIC between the time when bursty flow offloading
is triggered and the time when the flows responsible for the
burst are successfully offloaded. Following this principle, the
threshold K is set to K = queue_capacity −(tidenti f ication +
to f f loading) × NIC_speed, where tidenti f ication is the time re-
quired for identifying the bursty flows and to f f loading is the
time taken for completing the offloading process. With this
queue-based detection mechanism, Elixir can detect bursty
flows in a fast way while avoiding packet loss during offload-
ing.

Setting the identification window size: When the queue
size indicates the occurrence of bursty traffic, Elixir should
identify the exact flow that causes the bursty traffic and re-
place it with a hardware flow that is no longer bursting. To
achieve the purpose, Elixir not only associates each offloaded
bursty flow with a hardware counter in the bursty flow area
of the hardware as aforementioned, but also uses a counter to
measure the accurate rate of each software-forwarded flow. In
order to catch the flow burstiness, the identification windows
of both software counters and hardware counters are small, i.e.
they are reset every small time window. For the cloud gateway
trace, we set the identification window for the counters to 1
second. As shown in Fig. 5(a), an identification window of 1
second can make bursty flows rank higher than stable flows
with >60% probability.

It also indicates that, the additional cost of software coun-
ters is not high, since the total traffic volume forwarded by
software is much smaller than that forwarded by hardware,
and the software only needs to maintain a identification win-
dow of 1 second.

Identification and replacement algorithm for bursty
flows: When traffic burst is detected in software, Elixir imme-
diately polls the hardware counters to software. The process
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is fast since the number of hardware counters in the bursty
flow area is small. All the hardware counters and the software
counters are sorted together to find the flows with the highest
flow rates. A software flow will be offloaded if its rate is larger
than that of a flow in the bursty flow area of hardware.

Algorithm 2 presents the pseudo code of identification
and replacement algorithm for bursty flows in Elixir. Line 1
shows the queue-based bursty detection, lines 2–3 describe
the process of polling the counters from the bursty flow area in
hardware, and lines 4–9 demonstrate the replacement process
of bursty flows.

It is worth noting that, the replacement processes of large
flows and bursty flows are independent. Although their hard-
ware flow tables are separated, the software flow table is
shared between the two processes. Therefore, it may happen
that both processes decide to offload a bursty and large soft-
ware flow. In this case, the faster process will complete the
offloading process, while the slower process will fail in flow
offloading. It will not impact the correctness of flow replace-
ment, and it does not matter which process finishes the flow
offloading.

4 Implementation
We have implemented two Elixir prototypes. One is imple-
mented on a server with an offloading-capable Mellanox
ConnectX-5 NIC, and the other is implemented on a server
connecting a Barefoot Wedge100BF-32X/65X P4 Switch.
The switch supports both traffic sampling and hardware coun-
ters. The NIC only supports hardware counters currently,
although Mellanox company plans to support the sampling
functionality in the new release based on our knowledge. In
our implementation, we direct the NIC traffic to a switch for
sampling.

On the software side, we develop an Elixir library on top of
DPDK (version 20.08), with∼3k lines of C codes. The library
has three primary components, namely, software queue moni-
tor, traffic analyzer and flow table manager. For offloading the
flow tables to the NIC, Elixir manages the NIC hardware flow
table with DPDK rte_flow API to support hairpin function, i.e.
a flow bypasses the software when a hardware flow table entry
is matched. For switch offloading, all the switch functions are
implemented by programming the switch pipeline with PD
API (Program Dependent API) [60].

Software queue monitor: Elixir leverages the software
queue size as an indicator to offload software bursty flows.
The queue size of the ring buffer can be calculated by polling
several NIC pointers. We use the software consumer in-
dex pointer (rq_ci) and the hardware producer index pointer
(rq_pi) to calculate the queue size as queue_capacity− (rq_ci
− rq_pi). To achieve real-time bursty flow detection, Elixir
reads the pointers upon each packet’s arrival. For this rea-
son, we implement the NIC pointer reading logic inside the
DPDK packet receiving logic. Once a bursty flow is detected,
the signal is passed to the flow table manager via a lockless

queue.
Flow table manager: The flow table manager is respon-

sible for managing the flow table entries in the hardware,i.e.
offloading the flows selected by the traffic analyzer to hard-
ware. For the NIC prototype, we leverage the rte_flow_create
and rte_flow_destroy of the DPDK rte_flow API to insert and
replace flow table entries in the NIC. For the switch prototype,
we implement an RPC service in switch ONL (Open Network
Linux) system, which modifies flow table entries via PD API
when receiving offloading instructions from the flow table
manager.

Traffic analyzer: Elixir implements the traffic analyzer
component to identify the proper flows to offload. As afore-
mentioned, the traffic analyzer identifies large flows through
the sketch and min-heap data structures. In our implementa-
tion, it takes ∼10ms to rebuild the heap after each replace-
ment operation. For the NIC prototype, we leverage DPDK
rte_flow_query to read the hardware flow counters from the
NIC. For the switch prototype, the RPC service queries the
flow counters and reports the results to the traffic analyzer.

5 Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate Elixir based on the prototypes we
have developed. We first carry on a series of micro-benchmark
experiments and then demonstrate the overall performance of
Elixir.

5.1 Experimental Setup

Testbed: We build a testbed of 3 servers, namely, a packet
sender, a packet receiver and a forwarder. The forwarder
uses either the Elixir-NIC prototype (called the Elixir-NIC
forwarder) or the Elixir-switch prototype (called the Elixir-
switch forwarder), as described in Section 4. Each of the
three servers is equipped with two 14-core Intel CPUs,
128GB RAM and 100GbE NICs. The OS of each server
is ubuntu 16.04.5 LTS. For the Elixir-NIC forwarder, the
NIC is Mellanox ConnectX-5 NIC with the firmware of
16.28.1002. For the Elixir-switch forwarder, the switch is
Barefoot Wedge100BF-32X/65X P4 Switch, with one 4-core
Intel CPU and 8GB RAM. We employ dpdk_pkg_gen ver-
sion 20.08.0 together with DPDK version 20.05 to generate,
forward and receive packets.

Comparison: We compare Elixir with three other solu-
tions, namely, Traffic-aware Flow Offloading (TFO) [61],
Large Flow Predictor (LFP) [15] and Pure Software For-
warding (PSF). TFO and LFP represent the state-of-the-art
hybrid flow table management solutions which only periodi-
cally replace large flows (without particular attention to bursty
flows). TFO employs a sliding window to identify and re-
place large flows. LFP uses a learning method to predict
and replace large flows. To keep consistency with the origi-
nal papers [15, 61], we implement TFO in the Elixir-switch
forwarder, while implement LFP in both the Elixir-switch
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forwarder and the Elixir-NIC forwarder. PSF represents a
baseline solution which forwards all the traffic by software,
so it is only implemented in software.

Trace: We use the packet-level trace collected from the
cloud gateway throughout this paper. The traffic shows a
highly skewed pattern, namely, the top 10% largest flows
comprise 91% of the total traffic. Besides, the packet sizes
vary from 64 bytes to 1500 bytes. We use 10 minutes of the
traffic trace for our experiments. When replaying the traffic
trace, we control the average sending rate of the trace by
dpdk_pkt_gen, so as to match different testing scenarios.

Elixir parameters: In the performance evaluation, we set
the identification window of large flows to 30 seconds, the
identification window of bursty flows to 1 second, the replace-
ment window of large flows to 10 seconds, and the sampling
rate to 20%. For Elixir, the large flow area in the hardware is
set to contain at most 50k flows, while the bursty flow area
in the hardware is set to contain at most 100 flows. For fair
comparisons, in TFO and LFP, the hardware flow table is set
to support 50.1k flows. The queue capacity of DPDK ring
buffer is set to 64k packets. The queue threshold K is set to
28k packets for the Elixir-switch forwarder and 51k packets
for the Elixir-NIC forwarder, according to the analysis in Sec-
tion 3.3. For TFO, we use the default parameters in [61]. For
LFP, we employ the J48 implementation 3 as the learning
method and the first packet of each flow to predict the large
flows, because this setting can achieve the best performance
for LFP.

5.2 Micro-benchmarks
In the micro-benchmark experiments, we demonstrate that
Elixir can identify the bursty flows timely and replace the
identified bursty flows in a fast way. In addition, we show
the advantage of Elixir over previous burst-oblivious replace-
ment algorithms (TFO and LFP) with regard to bursty flow
replacement.

Queue-based bursty flow detection: We purposely gener-
ate flows with the same average rate (∼5 Mpps) but different
peak rates. When a flow sent from the sender begins to burst,
we inject a special signal packet into the flow. The burst de-
tection time is just the time interval between the time when
the forwarder receives the signal packet and the time when
the software queue size exceeds the threshold.

As shown in Fig. 11, the average detection time of bursty
flows for Elixir-switch forwarder is 0.5∼6.0ms, while that for
Elixir-NIC forwarder is 1.1∼11.0ms. The detection time is
generally much lower than the peak rate duration of bursty
flows, i.e. one or several seconds. The fast detection of the
bursty flows gives us enough time to select and replace the
bursty flows.

We also find out that the detection time of Elixir-switch
forwarder is larger than that of Elixir-NIC forwarder, since it

3The Java implementation of the C4.5 algorithm [56].

Figure 11: Detection time of bursty flows against different
peak rates.

Figure 12: Software traffic rate of bursty flow replacement.

takes more time for a bursty flow to exceed the larger queue
threshold in the Elixir-switch forwarder. Besides, the detec-
tion time decreases as the flow peak rate increases. This is
because it takes less time for the software queue size to exceed
the threshold when the flow rate is larger.

Bursty flow identification and replacement: Elixir iden-
tifies the flow that is responsible for the bursty traffic and
exchange it with a hardware flow which is no longer bursting.
In this experiment, we verify that the bursty flow identifica-
tion and replacement algorithm can accurately select the flow
responsible for the bursty traffic and replace it timely. We
purposely generate 30-minute traffic, with 1000 bursty flows
bursting at different times. The average rate of the traffic is
∼5 Mpps. The peak rates of the bursty flows follow a uni-
form distribution from 6 Mpps to 50 Mpps. The experimental
results show that 984 out of the 1000 bursty flows can be
successfully identified. Of the 16 bursty flows that are not
identified, 13 flows have been offloaded to the hardware and
do not cause the queue size to increase, and 3 flows are not
identified due to the measurement errors.

We also measure the time between the detection of the
bursty traffic and the replacement of the bursty flow. The re-
sults show that the Elixir-NIC forwarder requires∼0.0666 ms
and the Elixir-switch forwarder needs ∼0.184 ms to replace
the bursty flow. Hence, Elixir can provide timely bursty flow
replacement.

Software-forwarded traffic: To intuitively demonstrate
the effectiveness of Elixir in offloading bursty traffic, we
measure the rate of software-forwarded traffic under Elixir-
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Table 1: Latency, queue size and packet loss rate of different flow table management solutions.

Methods
Case 1: without packet loss Case 2: fixed sending rate

Latency (µs) Queue size (Packet) Latency (µs) Queue size (Packet) Loss rateAve Tail Ave Tail Ave Tail Ave Tail
Elixir-NIC 63.6 102.5 663.1 1121.6 63.6 102.5 663.1 1121.6 0%

Elixir-switch 78.0 137.5 863.1 1620.1 78.0 137.5 863.1 1620.1 0%
TFO 70.6 3970.5 726.2 53283.1 1396.3 5055.9 18610.8 64231.8 25.6%

LFP-NIC 46.2 3948.1 613.8 52865.9 1338.5 5003.8 17752.3 64173.2 22.9%
LFP-switch 69.8 3966.2 653.3 53197.6 1361.2 5032.1 18113.4 64214.5 24.1%

PSF 88.1 4392.6 1041.8 59488.7 4857.5 5071.1 64220.4 64285.2 81.3%

NIC forwarder, Elixir-switch forwarder, TFO forwarder, LFP-
NIC forwarder and LFP-switch forwarder respectively. As
shown in Fig. 12, Elixir can successfully keep the software-
forwarded traffic at a stable and low rate, while there are many
software traffic bursts in other methods.

5.3 Overall Performance
We evaluate the overall performance of Elixir by comparing
it with TFO, LFP and PSF on the cloud gateway trace.

CPU consumption with fixed forwarding capability: To
evaluate the resource consumption of Elixir, we set a fixed
average sending rate (56 Mpps) and measure the packet loss
rate of these solutions in software against different numbers of
CPU cores consumed. The least number of CPU cores which
can forward the traffic without packet loss is the minimum
required CPU resources of each solution. Note that in Elixir,
TFO and LFP, CPU cores are required not only for software
forwarding, but also for flow rate measurement and sorting.
For fair comparisons, we count all the required CPU cores.
Of course in PSF, all the CPU cores are used for forwarding
only.

As shown in Fig. 13, in our experiment Elixir needs only 2
cores to forward the traffic without packet loss. In contrast,
TFO and LFP need 4 forwarding cores to prevent packet loss,
while PSF needs 11 cores. It indicates that, for forwarding
the same traffic without packet loss, Elixir can save 81.8%
CPU resources compared with PSF while saving 50.0% CPU
resources compared with the state-of-the-art solutions. Al-
though in our experiment the traffic sending rate is not very
high, in operational networks, a network device, such as a
cloud gateway or a NFV device, needs to process traffic with
the speed of up to terabits per second. Dozens or even hun-
dreds of servers with multiple CPU cores need to be deployed
to support the high traffic rate. Hence in practice, Elixir can
significantly save the CPU resources, which is extremely im-
portant in cloud environment.

Forwarding capability with fixed CPU consumption:
We then measure the maximum forwarding rate of the hard-
ware/software hybrid forwarder when there is no packet loss,
by using only two CPU cores. For Elixir, TFO and LFP, the
two cores are used for both packet forwarding and flow rate
measurement; while for PSF, the two cores are both used
for packet forwarding. As shown in Table 2, the maximum
forwarding rate of Elixir (∼56 Mpps) is almost twice higher

Figure 13: Packet loss rate against different numbers of CPU
cores.

Table 2: Maximum forwarding rate of each solution by 2 CPU
cores.

Maximum forwarding rate (Mpps)
Elixir-NIC 56.2

Elixir-switch 56.1
TFO 26.4

LFP-NIC 28.3
LFP-switch 27.6

PSF 9.8

than that of TFO and LFP (∼27 Mpps). It indicates that, by
burst-aware offloading, Elixir makes much higher utilization
of the hardware forwarding capability. PSF has the lowest
maximum forwarding rate (∼9.8 Mpps), since it does not
leverage hardware offloading at all.

Latency, queue size and packet loss rate: We also com-
pare Elixir with TFO, LFP and PSF by measuring the per-
packet latency, software queue size and the packet loss rate
if using two CPU cores at the forwarder. We test two differ-
ent scenarios for these solutions. In the first case, for each
solution the sender generates the highest-speed traffic if there
is no packet loss at the forwarder. Specifically, the average
sending rates of Elixir, TFO, LFP and PSF are 56.15 Mpps,
26.40 Mpps, 28.0Mpps and 9.80 Mpps, respectively. In the
second case, a fixed sending rate of 56.15 Mpps is set for each
solution, which is the maximum traffic rate for Elixir to avoid
packet loss in the software.

Table 1 shows the results. In the first case, we find that
Elixir has larger average latency and larger average queue
size than TFO and LFP in the same hardware, since the traffic
sending rate of Elixir is more than twice that of TFO and LFP.
However, even in this case, the tail latency and tail queue size
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of Elixir are orders-of-magnitude lower than that of TFO and
LFP, due to the capability to timely detect and offload bursty
flows. The gap is even amplified in the second case, where
the same traffic sending rate is applied to all these solutions.
Specifically, the tail latency of Elixir in the second case is
∼97.63% lower compared with TFO and ∼97.61% lower
compared with LFP.

6 Related Works
Hardware/software hybrid flow table management: Pre-
vious works on hardware/software hybrid flow table manage-
ment focus on two aspects, i.e. the application of the hybrid
flow table and reasonable separation of the flow table between
the hardware and software.

For the former aspect, most works focus on designing a
network application based on the hybrid flow table [2, 31, 55].
TEA [31] designs a system architecture to enable pro-
grammable switches to query large virtual tables built on
external DRAM. FlexGate [55] design a getaway to offload
most of the traffic by the principle of traffic skewness. VPN
Gateway [2] designs a getaway that can connect hundreds of
enterprises to their thousands of VMs on the cloud.

The latter aspect is closer to Elixir, i.e. managing the hybrid
flow table by splitting the flow table between the hardware and
software [15, 29, 61]. TFO [61] leverages traffic skewness to
split the flow table. CacheFlow [29] leverages traffic skewness
and handles the dependencies between rules with overlapping
patterns when splitting the flow table. LFP [15] introduces a
machine-learning based approach to predict large flows with
the first packet of each flow, and offload the predicted large
flows. Hence, previous works on flow table splitting primarily
focus on identifying and exchanging large flows between
the hardware and software. Differently, Elixir pays special
attention to bursty flows, and takes both large flows and bursty
flows into consideration, which can make better utilization of
the hardware resources compared to previous burst-oblivious
solutions.

Traffic measurement to identify large flows and bursty
flows: A line of previous works focus on traffic measurement
to identify large flows [21, 23, 36, 41, 68, 69, 72] or bursty
flows [9, 10].

For the large flow identification, they primarily adopt two
kinds of approaches, which use exponentially decay and a
sliding window separately. The works that employ a sliding
window [6, 21, 66] record the flow sizes in a time window
and update the flow sizes periodically. The works that adopt
exponentially decay [11,44,62] apply a decay function which
assigns weights to flow sizes based on their ages, and the his-
tory of the flow sizes is fading away. The flow sizes recorded
by these approaches are used to identify large flows.

The identification of bursty flows is primarily based on
a sliding window [9, 10], because exponentially decay is
too coarse-grained to measure the fine-grained queue size.
ConQuest [9] and Snappy [10] employ multiple snapshots

(sketches) to record the flow sizes in a sliding window. They
slide the window and reset the sketches periodically to mea-
sure the number of packets in the queue.

Elixir also identifies the large flows and bursty flows us-
ing an identification window with fixed size. Different from
previous works, the large flows and bursty flows should be
measured in hardware/software at the same time, which is
achieved by sampling and hardware counters. Moreover,
Elixir decouples the replacement window from the identi-
fication window due to system limitations, which is not con-
sidered by previous works.

NFV Optimization: Existing works on NFV optimization
include e.g. elastic scaling [28,57,65], NFV chaining [51,63],
management [8, 51], hardware acceleration [18, 20, 22, 26, 27,
30, 34, 35, 40, 45–47, 53–55, 67], etc.. The works on hardware
acceleration can be divided into two major directions: one
is to offload all the network functions to the hardware with
NICs [22,30,34,35,40,46,47,54], switches [26,27,45,47,67]
or GPUs [20], while the other is to only offload flow table
entries to the hardware [2, 15, 29, 31, 55, 61]. Elixir can be
applied in the latter case of hardware acceleration and make
much higher utilization of the hardware capability than the
state-of-the-art solutions.

Flow table compression and optimization: Many recent
efforts have been taken on how to improve the utilization
efficiency of flow table storage [4,16,32,37,38,42,59,64,71]
and how to improve the lookup speed of the flow table [3, 14,
16,32,37,38,42,58,71]. They focus on the optimization of the
organization of a single flow table. Differently, Elixir focuses
on the management of both hardware and software flow tables
to make better utilization of the hardware resources.

7 Conclusion
In this paper we design Elixir, a high-performance and low-
cost approach to managing hardware/software hybrid flow
tables. Compared with previous solutions which only offload
large flows to the hardware, Elixir takes both large flows and
bursty flows into consideration. Specifically, Elixir combines
both sampling-based mechanism and counter-based mecha-
nism for large flow and bursty flow rate measurement, sep-
arates the replacement processes of large flows and bursty
flows, and decouples the identification window and the re-
placement window. By these techniques, Elixir not only con-
siderably saves CPU resources required for software forward-
ing, but also achieves much lower tail forwarding latency.
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